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START EPISODE 28

BEGIN RECORDING: 

INT. U.S.S. HEPHAESTUS STATION - BRIDGE - 1100 HOURS

Resume. Everyone is still gathered around the Comms panel on 
the bridge. 

VOICE
(over Comms)

This is Douglas Eiffel aboard the 
U.S.S. Hephaestus Station. Please 
respond. Again: is anybody out 
there? Please respond.

And after that, there's just a HUM. Everyone stares at Eiffel. 

MINKOWSKI
(slowly)

Okay... If anybody has a... good 
explanation for what is happening 
here... now would be the time.

EIFFEL
(soft, shock)

That's not me.

LOVELACE
It sure as hell sounds like you.

HERA
Captain, please.

HILBERT
No, Lovelace is right. We must 
understand what is -

HERA
The only thing I understand is 
that you need to stop talking.

EIFFEL
(still shocked, a bit louder)

That's not me.

MINKOWSKI
We know, Eiffel. Nobody's going to 
do anything rash here.

LOVELACE
Speak for yourself, Commander.
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LOVELACE (CONT’D)
(to Eiffel)

You said old musical 
transmissions. You never mentioned 
actually hearing voices.

HILBERT
Never had vocal recording. This is 
first time.

LOVELACE
Well, how can we be getting a call 
from Officer Doug Eiffel? If 
that's the case, then who is -

HERA
(overlapping)

How do we even know that -

MINKOWSKI
(overlapping)

Look let's not get carried away -

EIFFEL
(dam bursts)

THAT'S NOT ME!

That shuts them all up. As he HYPERVENTILATES through the 
system shock, everyone just stares at him, unsure of how to 
process any of this. 

And then the answer comes. 

VOICE
Well... No, not really. It's not 
really Officer Eiffel.

The voice is definitely Eiffel's, but now it speaks haltingly 
and disjointedly, almost like it's being threaded together 
from different recordings, word by word. 

VOICE (CONT’D)
We have no voice of our own, so we 
are borrowing yours. To 
communicate.

EIFFEL
You... What? You have my voice? 
How can - what kind of - what?

VOICE
Your logs. We have received many 
of your long distance calls.
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For a few seconds we hear overlapping vocals coming through 
the Comms, as the opening seconds of multiple logs are played 
simultaneously. We hear, "This is the log of Communications 
Officer Doug Eiffel," and its variations. 

After a moment, it dies down. 

VOICE (CONT’D)
We have listened.

MINKOWSKI
... You transmit your logs into 
deep space?

EIFFEL
... No?

HERA
Yes, he does. I think he only 
meant to do it once but forgot 
that he taped down the transmit 
button on the Comms console.

LOVELACE
Hold on. You're not actually 
suggesting that we're talking to -

MINKOWSKI
Don't say the "a" word.

HILBERT
(to the Comms console)

You can understand English?

VOICE
We have good Spidey Senses. With 
enough time and examples we've 
been able to work out the nitty-
grittys.

(beat)
Although there have been issues. 
We are still trying to figure out 
what you mean by, “crazy 
wamajama.”

MINKOWSKI
Would it have killed you? Would it 
have killed you to speak English 
like a normal person?

EIFFEL
H-h-how was I supposed to know 
that -
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MINKOWSKI
It was - literally - your one job.

HERA
What is happening with the star?

VOICE
It's a process. It's a long story, 
or you wouldn't get it. These may 
not be the right words exactly. 
You may want to hold onto 
something.

LOVELACE
But it is you doing it?

VOICE
Yes.

HILBERT
Why?

VOICE
To communicate.

EIFFEL
(bwah?)

What?

MINKOWSKI
You need to stop. Our craft isn't 
powerful enough to stay in orbit. 
If you don't... reverse whatever 
you did, we are going to collide 
with the star and die.

VOICE
To communicate, yes.

HILBERT
I... don't think they understand 
what that word means.

EIFFEL
Hold up, everyone shut up for a 
second.

(beat, then directly at Comms 
Console)

Who... are you?

BEAT. 

VOICE
You know who we are.
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VOICE (CONT’D)
(beat)

Dear listeners.

VOICE (CONT'D)
(beat)

Please stand by.

And with that the CHANNEL GOES DEAD, collapsing into STATIC. 
Everyone starts badly as the Comms Channel closes. 

MINKOWSKI
Wait, no! Don't!

HILBERT
Eiffel, can we get playback on 
that transmission?

LOVELACE
What good is that going to do!?

That's when another wave of radiation hits the Hephaestus. 
BOOM! CRASH! THE LIGHTING FLASH! The structure RATTLES as the 
turbulent shockwave goes through it. 

HERA
Ugh! Gravitation pull's increasing 
again. We're getting swept away 
here!

But Eiffel's still in a dazed state. 

EIFFEL
Did... did all of that just 
happen?

MINKOWSKI
Yes. But now all of this is still 
happening, so I need you to snap 
out of it. We can freak out about 
the existential implications of 
our tiny, tiny place in the 
universe after we survive this, 
okay?

EIFFEL
Sure...

(sobering)
Sure.

MINKOWSKI
Lovelace? Plan?
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LOVELACE
I was just about to ask. Do we 
have any way to boost power to the 
engines?

HERA
(straining)

We can't.

HERA (CONT'D)
We're already - ugh - we're 
already at maximum engine power, 
and we're still losing ground.

MINKOWSKI
So what? There's nothing to do?

Hilbert CLEARS HIS THROAT. Everyone turns to look at him. 

HILBERT
I know my... opinions are not held 
in very high esteem...

MINKOWSKI
Just spit it out, Doctor.

HILBERT
Principal limitation seems to be 
the inability of our VX3 engine to 
break free of the star's gravity. 
However, I have recently been 
hearing a lot about issues arising 
because we suddenly have two VX3 
engines in our possession.

Eiffel, Minkowski, and Lovelace all exchange looks. 

MINKOWSKI LOVELACE
Ohh... Ohh...

EIFFEL
Hera, could that even work?

HERA
Running the figures now... It 
would double our propulsion 
potential, increase our counter 
momentum...

Already the energy's different. The crew's starting to snap 
into a productive synch. 
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MINKOWSKI (CONT’D)
Is the connection from the station 
to the ship strong enough for a 
maneuver like that?

HERA
The docking collar should be able 
to take the pressure.

LOVELACE
Even while fighting the star's 
pull?

HERA
We'll have to be very careful with 
the trajectories, calculate the 
angles of propulsion to minimize 
stress on the crafts. It'll be 
tricky, but we might be able to 
make it work.

EIFFEL
Hell, beats just sitting around 
waiting for Cookie Monster out 
there to take a bite of us.

MINKOWSKI
Okay. Eiffel, Lovelace, go to the 
ship, get those the engine running 
on the double. Hilbert, double 
check the docking system, make 
sure we're not going to break 
apart at the wrong moment. I'm 
going to -

EIFFEL
LOOK OUT!

During Minkowski's speech, a LOW RUMBLE began to creep into 
the background, growing louder, and finally becoming a 
HORRIFIC EXPLOSION as she gets to the last bit. 

All at once the bridge is symphony of terrible noises. METAL 
GROANS and BREAKS. AIR HISSES through new holes in the wall. 
Mechanical components SPARK and ARC as bits of Hephaestus 
crush them. An ALARM GOES OFF. 

HERA
We're getting hit by another wave 
of radiation. Rough seas ahead.

HILBERT
Hera, get the station under 
control.
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HERA
I can’t. We're in the middle of a 
series of concussive - BRACE FOR 
IMPACT!

Another BLAST hits the bridge. Everyone is thrown about as 
more bits of machinery and consoles explode. 

In the middle of the chaos - 

LOVELACE
Minkowski! Get down!

It's all too fast to really follow through sound alone, but 
Lovelace gives Minkowski a SHARP SHOVE, getting her out of the 
path of an exploding wall panel. 

After another moment the VIOLENT SHAKING subsides a bit. As 
ALARMS continue blaring - 

EIFFEL
Holy crap.

(looking around)
You okay, Commander?

MINKOWSKI
(whoa)

Fine... fine Eiffel...

EIFFEL
That entire panel just flew off of 
the wall!

MINKOWSKI
Yeah, I saw. God, that would have 
taken my head off it wasn't for -

(looks around)
- for... Captain Lovelace?

Lovelace is looking at something around her abdomen. Slowly 
she looks up at Minkowski, and LAUGHS WEAKLY. 

LOVELACE
(breathless)

Oh... that's.... not good...

EIFFEL
Oh my God.

But Lovelace is already slumping over, clutching her side. 
Minkowski's at her side in a flash. 

MINKOWSKI
Lovelace!
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MINKOWSKI (CONT’D)
(over her shoulder)

HILBERT! GET OVER HERE.

Hilbert rushes forward to the two women, and begins examining 
Lovelace. 

Around this point, her deadman's sensor starts making very 
alarmed, very alarming sounds. 

LOVELACE
It's just... It's just...

HILBERT
Shh, be quiet.

LOVELACE
(weakly)

No... Not you...

EIFFEL
What is...?

HILBERT
One moment, Eiffel. Move your 
hand, Minkowski.

MINKOWSKI
But the blood!

HILBERT
Later.

We hear CLOTH TEARING as he rips Lovelace's uniform, revealing 
a HORRIBLE WOUND on her belly. 

HILBERT (CONT’D)
Piece of shrapnel...

(examining her back)
No exit wound, still inside her.

(to Lovelace)
Captain! Captain, can you move 
your feet?

LOVELACE
Why would I... What do you...

She's fading - fast. The sensor's BEEPING even faster. 

MINKOWSKI
Hilbert, she can't... That thing 
on her arm would -
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HILBERT
I know, Commander. We need to get 
down to my laboratory. At once.

CUT TO:

INT. U.S.S. HEPHAESTUS STATION - HILBERT'S LAB - 5 MINUTES 
LATER

The DOORS BURST OPEN. Hilbert and Minkowski maneuver Lovelace 
into the lab, and immediately start strapping her to the 
examining table. 

MINKOWSKI
There, there... we've made it to 
the lab! It's gonna be okay.

LOVELACE
The lab... Right... Good...

But she's sounding weaker and weaker. Her deadman's sensor is 
still FREAKING OUT. 

MINKOWSKI
(looking up)

Hilbert?

HILBERT
(laying out his tools)

Stomach wound... Bleeding needs to 
stop, but... Shrapnel may have hit 
vital organ, or major blood 
vessel. Need to examine to be 
sure.

Minkowski leans in towards Lovelace, speaking slowly and 
directly. 

MINKOWSKI
Captain, listen to me. You're 
going to be fine. We are going to 
take care of you, and you are 
going to be fine. But...

(re: sensor)
... I need you to tell me how to 
turn that thing off.

LOVELACE
Turn... lights out... Everybody's 
gotta... get...

MINKOWSKI
Captain, please! We need to switch 
off the bomb's trigger right now.
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MINKOWSKI (CONT’D)
I need your help.

LOVELACE
I... help... please...

MINKOWSKI
(increasingly desperate)

Captain! Listen to me!

HILBERT
Commander, she's in shock. Won't 
get anything out of her now. Move, 
please. I need to sedate her.

We hear the PNEUMATIC HISS of Hilbert's hypodermic going into 
Lovelace's neck. Lovelace DRAWS A BREATH SHARPLY -- and a 
moment later her body relaxes as she goes under. 

At that moment another TREMOR goes through the ship. The 
LIGHTS FLICKER. 

MINKOWSKI
Okay. What do we do first?

HILBERT
"We?" We don't do anything. You go 
help Eiffel and Hera. I will -

MINKOWSKI
Hilbert, this is too important for 
me to just -

HILBERT
To allow me to do my job?! 
Whatever stipulations from Command 
I've followed, whatever else you 
think of me, I am this station's 
medical officer. If we are going 
to survive this, then - once and 
for all - you need to let me do my 
job.

Minkowski just stares at him for a moment. 

MINKOWSKI
If she dies -

HILBERT
I know. She won't. Go save us, 
Commander.

MINKOWSKI
Yeah. You too.
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Go team? In any case, as Minkowski rushes out we - 

CUT TO:

INT. U.S.S. HEPHAESTUS - HANGAR BAY - 5 MINUTES LATER

Eiffel's making his way through the hangar bay. 

EIFFEL
Hera, I'm almost at Lovelace's 
ship. Can I get a sitrep?

HERA
Minkowski's making her way back up 
to the bridge right now.

EIFFEL
And Lovelace?

HERA
Hilbert's operating, but her vital 
signs are still slowing down.

EIFFEL
Oh goodie. Is there anything else 
that can -

HERA
Don't you dare.

EIFFEL
Right, right, sorry. Okay, at the 
airlock now.

Eiffel hits the door switch. Nothing happens. 

EIFFEL (CONT'D)
Umm?

He tries again. Door still doesn't budge. 

EIFFEL (CONT’D)
Hera, I'm...having a bit of 
trouble here.

HERA
What do you mean "trouble"?

EIFFEL
I mean the airlock door's not 
responding. Is it stuck or...

(dawning horror)
... or some... thing.
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HERA
(catching up)

Oh, God.

EIFFEL
I took out the door's motion 
sensor this morning... To stop 
Lovelace from doing something -

HERA
Stupid.

EIFFEL
Hey! It was your idea.

We hear him OPENING a PANEL along the airlock's side. 

EIFFEL (CONT’D)
How long do we have until we hit 
the point of no return? Can we get 
this thing working in time?

HERA
Remind me again how long it took 
you to -

EIFFEL
Oh, that sentence doesn't end 
anywhere good. Okay, okay... Plan 
B! We get some explosive charges 
and just blow this thing open.

HERA
Plan B tears through the station's 
hull and wrecks the docking 
collar. Kinda defeats the point.

EIFFEL
Well, if you have any other 
options, I'm all ears.

They're both silent for a moment. Then - 

HERA
Actually... I have a really bad 
idea.

CUT TO:
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INT. U.S.S. HEPHAESTUS STATION - BRIDGE - 10 MINUTES LATER

Minkowski at the consoles, working on the station's various 
propulsion systems. 

HERA
Commander? I think that I've 
managed to get the Comms system 
working again. Would you like me 
to connect you to Officer Eiffel?

MINKOWSKI
Please.

There's a CHRIP and a BURST OF STATIC as the Comms Channel 
opens. 

MINKOWSKI (CONT’D)
Eiffel? We're almost there. Tell 
me you're in position.

EIFFEL
(over the comms)

Umm... Not just yet.

MINKOWSKI
What?! What's taking you so long?

EIFFEL
I'm kinda... Taking the long way 
around.

MINKOWSKI
The what?

EIFFEL
The airlock door wasn't really 
working because of... You know, 
all the stuff today. So I'm going 
for the shuttle's rear hatch.

MINKOWSKI
It's rear - Oh Lord... Please tell 
me you're not outside the station 
right now.

EIFFEL
Well, I could tell you that, but 
it wouldn't exactly be -
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MINKOWSKI (CONT’D)
Eiffel, do you have any idea how 
much being out in that soup is 
going to interfere with your 
magnetic gear? It's going to take 
you forever to get to the shuttle!

EIFFEL
Yeah, I know. That's why I...

(low and fast)
... Borrowed your jetpack thingy.

MINKOWSKI
You what?!

EIFFEL
Just this once! For a very good 
life-and-death emergency 
situation!

MINKOWSKI
Oh Lord... Just... be careful! You 
break my jetpack, I break you.

EIFFEL
(eeep)

Roger that.

CUT TO:

INT. LOVELACE'S SHUTTLE - FLIGHT DECK - 15 MINUTES LATER

Eiffel waits at the ship's controls, pacing back and forth as 
it HUMS its way through the start-up sequence. 

EIFFEL
Come on, come on, come on, come 
on...

And finally... DING! The ship's trajectory system comes 
online, making the shuttle fully operational. 

EIFFEL (CONT’D)
Finally!

He hits a SWITCH. 

EIFFEL (CONT’D)
Hephaestus? Shuttle here. All 
systems ready to go on your 
command.
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MINKOWSKI
(over comms)

Roger that, shuttle. Please stand 
by.

HERA
(over comms)

Running final checks on trajectory 
vectors, Commander. One moment, 
please.

MINKOWSKI
Shuttle, you're clear to spool up 
number one.

EIFFEL
Starting number one...

The shuttle's ENGINE TONE goes up a NOTCH. 

MINKOWSKI
Eiffel, we're going to do our best 
to keep it steady, but it's a 
minefield out there. You're gonna 
have to compensate for a bit of 
chop to keep us together.

EIFFEL
(laughs nervously)

Chop. Sure, sure. How much time 
before we -

HERA
Four minutes, just about. 
Commander, set approach vector to 
zero one zero decimal nine five.

MINKOWSKI
You get that, shuttle?

EIFFEL
Engine's spooled up, zero one zero 
decimal nive five is selected.

(gulp)
Ready on your mark, Hephaestus.

MINKOWSKI
Hera... Do you want me to take the 
controls for this?

HERA
No. I'll do it.
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MINKOWSKI
Okay.

(Heaven help us)
Full burn on my mark. Five... 
Four... Three... Two... One... 
Mark.

Eiffel SLAMS DOWN a lever and the ENGINES ROAR TO LIFE. 

For a few seconds, it's just a hurricane. The ship RATTLES 
BADLY as the engines do battle with the star's gravity. 

EIFFEL
(voice shaking badly)

Oh God... Is... This... Doing... 
Anthing?!

HERA
(very strained)

Y-yes! We are pulling away... 
Ninety seconds to minimum safe 
distance.

The ship BUCKLES BADLY. An ALARM STARTS GOING OFF. 

EIFFEL
Oh, you... Gotta be... 
Hephaestus... Engine one's... 
Overheating...

MINKOWSKI
So the hell what? Don't ease up or 
we're done for!

EIFFEL
But... The VX3 -

MINKOWSKI
DON’T go off full burn, Eiffel!

EIFFEL
Okay... Okay!

HERA
Thirty seconds...

More ALARMS start to GO OFF, followed by WARNING BEEPS. 

HERA (CONT’D)
Twenty seconds...

Around Eiffel, METAL START TO GROAN. There's even a hint of 
CRACKING GLASS. 
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HERA (CONT’D)
Ten seconds...

Behind him there's a LOUD CLATTER. 

EIFFEL
Hephaestus...? I'm... Getting a -

And that's when there's a HORRIBLE RIPPING SOUND as METAL 
BREAKS APART. 

EIFFEL (CONT’D)
What the - holy sh -

MINKOWSKI
Shuttle, what is -

But then the Comms Channel DIES, collapsing into STATIC.

Whatever is happening on that ship sounds HORRIBLE, with 
various bits flying back and forth every which way. 

But then, we register that... Gradually... The sounds we hear 
are actually slowing down and stopping. Finally, even the 
sound of the ENGINE WINDS DOWN, SPUTTERS, and DIES. 

Which leaves only the GASPING BREATHS of one very scared 
Communications Officer. 

BEAT. 

BEAT. 

BEAT. 

And then a CRACKLE OF STATIC - 

MINKOWSKI (CONT’D)
Shuttle? Do you copy?

(beat)
Eiffel? You alive?

EIFFEL
Umm... Yeah. I... I think so, 
Hephaestus.

(beat)
What happened?

MINKOWSKI
The docking collar broke at the 
last moment. The ship's detached.

HERA
But the good news is you got us 
far enough.
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HERA (CONT’D)
We made it far enough to get on a 
stable orbit. We're...

(sooo tentative)
... good. I can fly. I can fly 
well, even.

EIFFEL
What about me?

HERA
You're fine. The shuttle's 
actually even further out than us 
by about thirty-five kilometers.

MINKOWSKI
Eiffel, do you have engines?

EIFFEL
Umm...

(type, type, type)
Uh, negative. Nothing's responding 
expect the aux power.

MINKOWSKI
Okay, well... We'll figure that 
out. Let's all just... Take a 
moment here.

EIFFEL
(flat shock)

Yeh. Whoo, go us. Not dying.

HERA
Not dying... Yet.

Over the Comms, we hear Minkowski SIGH. Oh, right. 

CUT TO:

INT. U.S.S. HEPHAESTUS STATION - HILBERT'S LAB - 10 MINUTES 
LATER

The DOOR SWINGS OPEN as Minkowski enters. By now Hilbert's 
gotten Lovelace hooked up to an EKG, which is BEEPING 
STEADILY. 

MINKOWSKI
Sitrep, Hilbert. How she's doing?

HILBERT
I removed the shrapnel, patched 
damage to arteries. She... Seems 
to be stabilizing.
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HILBERT (CONT’D)
But this will take some time.

MINKOWSKI
But... she's going to be okay, 
right?

Hilbert SIGHS. 

HILBERT
I am doing my best, Commander, but 
no guarantees. Not yet.

(beat)
But she's a fighter. And seems to 
be really good at not dying.

MINKOWSKI
Right. Well, thank you, Doctor.

She walks over to the wall panel and hits the COMMS BUZZER. 

MINKOWSKI (CONT’D)
Eiffel? You there?

EIFFEL
(over Comms)

Yeah, Commander. How's Lovelace?

MINKOWSKI
Still touch and go, but she's 
hanging on. And things on your 
side?

EIFFEL
Well, I can't get the main engine 
to turn on. The VX3's not 
responding at all.

HERA
It was an older model... We may 
have pushed it too far, used up 
all the charge that was left.

EIFFEL
Well, that's encouraging.

MINKOWSKI
Eiffel, just hang tight. You're 
drifting, but pretty slowly. We'll 
steer the Hephaestus within range, 
and then you can use the 
propulsion maneuvering system to 
get back here.
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EIFFEL
Nah, hang on. I think I might be 
able to get the booster to come 
back online. I should be able to 
use those to -

BEEEEEEEEEEEEEP. The EKG let's out the low, warning tone of a 
flatline. 

Hilbert is ON IT. It's barely a second before he's at the 
crash cart, and just another before he's over Lovelace, 
defibrillators on hand. 

HILBERT
CLEAR!

PHUMP! A BLIP from the EKG, then back to flatline --

HILBERT (CONT’D)
CLEAR!

PHUMP! A BLIP from the EKG, and this time it goes back to 
steady BEEPS. 

For a moment everyone just sits, their own hearts stopped. 

EIFFEL
Did... Was that...?

MINKOWSKI
It's... It's okay, Eiffel. I 
think... I don't think that was 
enough for the sensor to -

And then, on the shuttle side of the Comms, there's the sound 
of AN EXPLOSION. ALL CONSUMING. 

MINKOWSKI (CONT’D)
Eiffel?! Eiffel!

From the other end of the line there's just ominous rumbling, 
a bit of INTERFERENCE and then - 

STATIC. 

Minkowski roars into action. 

MINKOWSKI (CONT’D)
Hera, report! Now! What the hell 
just happened out there?

HERA
One moment, Commander, I'm -
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MINKOWSKI
Did that bomb go off?!

HERA
I... Yes, confirmed detonation. My 
scans are still trying to -

And then through the static - 

EIFFEL
(patchy, through Comms)

-phaestus! Do you copy? May-, 
mayday.

MINKOWSKI
Yes! We copy! Hera, get me his 
position. Eiffel, did -

But Eiffel's Comms are garbled by the STATIC. 

EIFFEL
Yes it -- the VX3's in one -- but 
I've lost --- no boosters, no --- 
's spinning, going real fast!

MINKOWSKI
Hera, tell me he's not headed back 
towards the star.

HERA
No, he's moving away from us. 
Towards deep space. And he's 
picking up speed.

HILBERT
Eiffel! You need to slow down, or 
find some way to change course 
back towards the Hephaestus. Can 
you comply?

EIFFEL
I -- there's no -- I --- get -- 
ship --.

MINKOWSKI
Hera, we need to do something!

HERA
He's going too fast...

MINKOWSKI
Eiffel, we're not just going to 
leave you out there. We're going 
to figure -
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HERA
He's about to leave shortwave 
Comms range!

EIFFEL
Commander, I -

STATIC. 

MINKOWSKI
Eiffel?! Eiffel!

BEAT. 

BEAT. 

HERA
Commander... He's not showing up 
on any of my scans.

(beat)
He's gone.

For a long time, that statement and the accompanying static 
ring out. 

FADE OUT. 

END OF EPISODE 28.


